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BASIC THEORY OF FREDHOLM OPERATORS (*)

MARTIN SOHECHTER

1. Introduction. 
"

A linear operator A from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y is

called a Fredholm operator if

1. A is closed

2. the domain D (A) of A is dense in X

3. a (A), the dimension of the null space N (A) of A, is finite

4. .R (A), the range of A, is closed in Y

5. ~ (A), the codimension of R (A) in Y, is finite. 

The terminology stems from the classical Fredholm theory of integral
equations. Special types of Fredholm operators were considered by many
authors since that time, but systematic treatments were not given until the
work of Atkinson [1]~ Gohberg [2, 3, 4] and Yood [5]. These papers conside-
red bounded operators. Generalizations to unbounded operators were given
by Krein-Krasnoselskii [6], Nagy [7] ] and Gohberg [8]. More complete treat-
ments were given by Gohberg-Krein [9] and Kato [10]. A general account

of the history of the theory is given in [9]. For a very good general ac-

count of the theory cfr. Goldberg [19]. See also Mikhlin [20] and the referen-
ces quoted there.

In Section 2 of this paper we give a simple, unified treatment of the

theory which covers all of the basic points while avoiding some of the in-

volved concepts employed by previous authors. Most of the theorems are

known, but in several instances we have been able to greatly simplify the

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 27 Settembre 1966.

(*) Research supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant GP-5676 and in
part by a NSF Senior Postdoctoral Fellowship,
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proofs. In particular, we have been able to avoid completely the concept of
the « opening &#x3E;&#x3E; between two subspaces. The deepest theorem we use is that
of the closed graph.

In Section 3 we generalize some of the standard theorems of Section 2.
Although easily proved, the results of this section are, to the best of our

knowledge, new. They are of interest in several types of applications. Some
applications are given in Section 4. Remarks concerning specific results and
methods are given in Section 5.

2. Basic properties.

Let 0 (X, Y) denote the set of Fredholm operators from X to Y.

If A E 4$ (X, Y) we can decompose X into

where X’ is a closed subspace of X. Then A restricted to D (A) has

an inverse defined everywhere on R (A), which is a Banach space. By the
closed graph theorem this inverse is bounded. Hence we have

LEMMA 2.l. Let A be a closed linear operator from X to Y. If a(A)  co

and (2.2) holds, then .R (A) is closed in Y.

Proof. If Yn E R (A) and Yn --~ Y in Y, there are Xn E D (A) fl X’ such tb at
A xn = Hence by (2.2)

Since X’ is closed, there is an element x E ~’’ such that Xn - x in X. Since
A is a closed operator, (A) and Ax = y.

LEMMA 2.2. If A E ~ (X, Y) let Y’ be a of .R (A) in Y, i.e.,

Then there is a bounded operator A’ Y to D (A) fl X’ such that

a) A’ vanishes on Y’
b) A’A = I on D (A) n X’
c) AA’ = I on R (A),

wliere I denotes the identity operator.
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Proof. On R (A) we define A’ to be the inverse of A. On Y’ we have
it vanish. By (2.3) this defines A’ completely. That it is bounded follows

from (2.2).

LEMMA 2.3. The operator A’ also satisfies

oil

o~i

where F, (resp. is a bounded operator in X (resp. Y) hal,ing range in

N (A) (resp. Y’).

P,k-oof. Consider the operator F, defined to be - I on N (A) and vanish
on X’. By (2.1) F, is bounded and by definition it has a finite dimensional

range. Now the operator A’A -- I equals F, an 1) fl X’ and on N (A).
Since

we have (2.4). Similar reasoning gives (2.5). We take F2 to be - I on Y’
and vanish on R (A).

2.4. Let A be a densely defined closed operator from X to Y.

Suppose there are bounded operators A2 Y to X and c01npact opera-
tors K, on X, K2 on Y such that

on

ona

Then A E ø (X, Y).

Proof. Since N (A) C N (Ai A), we have a (A) c a (I + Kt), and the lat-
ter is finite by the classical theory of F. Riesz. Similarlya since R 

R (AA2) we have # (A) (I + K2)  oo . We must show that R (A) is

closed, or equivalently, that (2.2) holds. If it did not, there would be a se-
quence (xn) C D (A) fl X’ such that 11 Xn II =1 while Axn - 0 in Y.

Since Ai is bounded, (I + r,1 - 0. Since is bounded, there is

a subsequence (also denoted by [x.1) such that converges to some ele-

ment x E X. Thus Xn -- - x in X. Since A is closed, x E D (A) and Ax:= 0,
i.e., x E N (A). Since X’ is closed, x E X’ and hence x = 0. But || x |B _
lim 11 Xn II = 1. This provides the contradiction showing that (2.2) holds.
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If A E 4S (X, Y), the index i (A) of A is defined by

Of fundamental importance is

THEOREM 2.5. If A E 0 (X, Y) {Z~ X), then AB E ø (Z, Y ~
and 

’

Proof. We first prove that D (AB) is dense in Z. Let Z’ be a closed

subspace of Z such that

Since the projection of Z onto Z’ is continuous, it follows that D (B) (1 Z’
is dense in Z’. Since D (AB), it suffices to show that each element

z E D (B) fl Z’ can be approximated as closely as desired by an element in
D (AB) fl Z’. Set

where .~" is a finite dimensional subspace of X. Since D (A) is dense in X,
we may take X" c D (A) by shifting each basis vector of X" a small dis-

tance to get in D (A) without disturbing (2.11). Thus R (B) fl D (A) is dense
in R (B). Now if z E D (B) fl Z’~ then for every E &#x3E; 0 we can find an

x E such that II x - Bz II I  s. There is a z’ E D (B) fl Z’ such
that Bz’ = x. Hence z’ E D (AB) n Z’ and || z’ - z ||  const. B.

Next we show that AB is a closed operator. Suppose ( zn ) C D (AB) ,
Zn --~ z, -~ y. Write

where x~°~ E l-l (A) and E X"-Thus := ABz~~ ~ y, and hence by (2.2)
there is an x(1) E X’ such that - x(1). We shall show that 11 const.

Assuming this for the momenta we know by the finite dimensionality of

N (A) that there is a subsequence of (xn) (also denoted by [xn)) for which
converges to some element x(O) E li~ (A ). Thus Bz7z - x(O) + X(I), and since

B is closed, we have z E D ~B) and Bz = ae(O) + x(l). Since A is closed,
+ E D (A) and A (x~°~ + x(’~) = y. Hence z E D (AB) and ABz = y. To

show that (rf)) is bounded, suppose that In = II oo. Set 1ln == 

Then II Un II - 1. Since N (A) is finite dimensional, there is a subsequence
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(also denoted by ~~c?~)) such that u,, converges to some u E N (A). Moreover

since the sequence is convergent and hence bounded.

Hence B (~n - u. Since ~,z’ z~~ - 0 and B is closed, we must have
it == 0. But this is impossible, since || u || = lim ||un| = 1.

Next set

Note that X.,, , are finite dimensional and that X~ is closed. Since

D (A) is dense in JT we may take X3 to be contained in D (A). Let di de-
note the dimension of Xi , i = 0, 2, 3.

Diagram
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Then (note diagram)

These relations show that a (AB) and # (AB) are finite and that (2.10) holds.
Finally we must show that R (AB) is closed. By (2.13)-(2.15), 

..L¥1 0 X~ . We may therefore take X3 in (2.1). Now R (AB)
is just the range of A on D (A) n ..L¥1 . If Axn --~ y in Y for xn E D (A) n Xi,
we have by (2.2)

and since X, is closed, Xn converges to some x E Since A is closed,
x E D (A) and Ax = y. Hence y E R (AB) showing that R (AB) is closed. This
completes the proof of the theorem.

LETyTMA 2.6. Let X be a Banach space which is continuously embedded in

X such that D (A) is dense in X. Then A E q5 (X, Y) implies A E !P (X, Y)
with a (A) (A) the sante.

Proof. Obvious

LEMMA 2.7. Let X be a Banach space continuously embedded in X and

containing D (A). Then A E ø (X, Y) implies A E ø (X, Y) with a (A) and ,8 (A)
unchanged.

Proof. Let P be the operator from X to X with D (P) = X and defined

by Px = x for x E D (P). Obviously P E ø (X, X). Hence by Theorem 2.5

AP E ø (X, Y). But AP = A.

THEORFM 2.8. If A E ø (X, Y) and K is a compact operator from X to
Y, then (A + K) E ø (X, Y ) and
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Proof. By lemma 2.3 there is a bounded operator A’ from Y to D(A) (1 X’
such that (2.4) and (2 5) hold. Thus

on

on

Since A’ is bounded, the operators and are compact. Hence

(A -~- K) E 0 (X, Y) by Lemma 2.4. Since A is closed, we can make D (A)
into a Banach space X by equipping it with the graph norm

By Lemma 2.6, A E 0 (-k, Y) with a(A) and fl (A) the same. Moreover

A’ E 0 (Y7 X) by Lemma 2.2. Hence by (2.5) and (2.10)

where the last equality follows from the classical Riesz theory. Again by
Lemma 2.6 we have (A -f- (~, ~’) and thus by (2.18) and (2.10)

This together with (2.19) show that i (A + = i (A) when both are consi-

dered in ip (X, Y). But this is the same when they are considered as ope-
rators in ø (X, Y). This completes the proof.

THEOREM. 2.9. For A E ø (X, Y) there is a,n 8 &#x3E; 0 such that for any
bounded operator T from X to Y witti II T 11 ~ ~ one has (A + T) E 4Y (X, Y),

and

Proof. For the operator A’ given by Lemma 2.3 we have

on

on
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Take e = ||A’||-1 Then ]] A’T )) I  1 and )) TA’ II I  1. Thus the operators
I + A’T and I + TA’ are invertible and

on

on

This shows that (A + T) E 0 (X, Y) (Lemma 2.4). By (2.10) and (2.22)

Combining this with (2.19) we obtain (2.20). It remains to prove (2.21). By
Lemma 2.2

on

and hence this operator is one-to-one on D (A) n X’. Moreover, +7-,) fl
X’ = (0). For if x is in this set, it is in D (A) fl X’, and (A -~- T) x=0.
Hence (I + = 0 showing that x = 0. Since

we see that dim ~T (A -~- T ) c dim and the proof is complete.
A linear operator B from X to Y is called A-compact if D (B) n D (A)

and for every sequence C D (A) such that

the sequence has a convergent subsequence.

THEOREM 2.10. Ø(-LY’ Y ) and B is A-compact, then (A +B) E 45(X, I’)
and

If we equip D (A) with the graph norm (2.18) it becomes a Ba-

nach space satisfying the hypotheses of lemmas 2.6 and 2.7. By the former,
A E 0 Y) and since B is a compact operator from X to Y we have by
Theorem 2.8 that (A + B) E 0 (X, Y). This completes the proof.

THEOREM. 2.11. For each (X, 1~) an B &#x3E; 0 such that
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holding for any operator B from X to Y with D (B) p D (A) implies that

and

Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 2.10.

3. Some generalizations.

We now show how some of the theorems of the preceding section can
be strengthened. At first, some of these genalizations may appear unneces-
sary, y but in some applications they turn out to be either essential or extre-
mely convenient. Such application are given in the next section.

We first show how the hypotheses of Lemma 2.4 can be satisfied under

apparently weaker conditions.

REMARK. 3.1. In applying Lemma 2.4, it suffices to verify (2.7) on a
set 8 dense in D (V) with respect to the graph norm and to verify (2.8) on
a set U dense in Y. Moreover, jR(A)c(.).

Proof. If x E 1) (A), there is a sequence {~ j I c S such that x,, - x,
Since bounded Hence (2.7) holds on all

of D (A). Similarly, if y E Y, there is a sequence c ~7 such that Y. - y.
Since A2 is bounded, Az yii - A2 y. Aforeover, A A 2 Yn = (I + yn--&#x3E; 

(I + K2) y. Since A is a closed operator, we see that and

This gives the desired result.
The next generalization is a generalization of Lemma 2.7.

LEMMA 3.2. Let densely defined linear operator to Y,
be a Banach space continuosly embedded in X such that 

is dense in D with respect to the graph Let A be restriction of
A to and assume that Y). D (A) c -k and A C Y).

Proof. Let ~’ be a closed subspace of X such that X = N (A) @ X’.
Y) we have by (2.2)

Now if x E D (A), there is a sequence (rn) of elements of D (A) such that
AXn 2013~ Ax in We decompose into x’ + ~ ~ where
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fl D (A) and r§g’ E N (A). Then by (3.3) xn’ converges in X to an ele-

ment x’ E D (1) f 1 X’. Thus x" == rn - x’ converges in X to some element
~ N

x" E N(Â). Hence x = x’ -E- x" E I) (.1). The rest follows from Lemma 2.7.
A linear operator B will be called A-closed if ( xn ) C D (A) fl D (B),

Xn -+ x, Axn -+ y, Bxn -&#x3E;- z imply that x E D (B) and Bx = z.
We now give a generalization of Theorem 2.10.

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that A E ø (X, Y ) and that B is an A-closed linear

operator from X to Y such that D (A) fl D (B) is dense in D (B) with respect
to the graph nor1n. Assume that there is a linear niaitifold S in D (A) fl D (B)
which is dense in D (A) in the graph topology and such that

intplies that {(A - B) xn) has a convergent subsequence. Then B E Q (X, Y) and
i (B) = i (A).

Proof. By Lemma 2.3 there is a bounded operator A’ from Y to D (A)
such that

on on

where Fi has finite rank on 1) (A), F2 on Y. Now the restriction of A -- B

to S is bounded from D (A) to Y. For otherwise there would be a sequence

(xn) such that ) c C and j I (A - B) x~z 4 --~ oo . This is impossible
by hypothesis. Hence there is a compact operator from 1) (A) to Y such
that A - B = lf3 on S. Hence

on

on

Let B be the restriction of B to D (A) fl D (B) and consider it as an opera-
tor from D (A) to Y. The operator A’K3 in (3.4) is compact in D (A) while
~3 A’ in (3.5) is compact in Y. Hence if is dense in Y we can apply
Remark 3.1 to conclude that ji E 4S ( l~ (A), Y). Assuming this for the mo-

ment, we note that we now can apply Lemma 3.2 if we set X = D (A).
We can thus conclude Y ) with N (B) = N (B) and R (B) _-_- R (B).
Now (Y, D (A)) while -9 E ø (D (A), Y). Hence BA’ E 4$ (Y, Y). Since

it equals a bounded operator on a dense set, it must be bounded and de-

fined everywhere. Hence = I + F2 - K3 A’ on all of Y and hence
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has index zero. Thus

Hence i (B) = i (A). It thus remains to show that is dense in Y.

Now IT _ R (A) 0 Y’, where Y’ is a finite dimensional subspace of Y. Thus

if y E Y, y = y’ + y", where y" E R (A), y’ E Y’. Thus there is an x E D(A) f 1 X’
such that Ax = y", and for any 8 &#x3E; 0 there is an xo E S fl .X’ such that

xo I D(A)  8- In fact by (2.1) X = N’ EB X’, where N’ is finite dimen-
sional and contained in S. This is accomplished by shifting the basis vec-
tors of N (A) slightly to get them in S. Thus and hence

II Axo -~- y’ -yll ]  8. But A’ (Axo fl X’ showing that A’-’ S

is dense in Y, and the proof is complete.
We also give a partial converse of Theorem 2.5.

THEOREM 3.4. Let ~l E ~ (X, Y) and let E be a densely defined closed liitear
o.pei,,ator fr01n Y to a Banach space W. If EA s ø (X, then E E W).

Proof. Let Y’ be a finite dimensional subspace of Y satisfying (2.3).
By shifting the basis vectors of Y’ slightly we may arrange that Y’C D (E).
Let A’ be defined as in Lemma 2.2. Then

on

where F2 vanishes on R (A) and equals - I on Y’. Thus on D (R) we have

Note that EAA.’ is defined on D (E) while .EF2 is compact from D (E) to
itself. Now one checks easily that A’ E ø ( 1", D (A)) while EA E O(D (A), 1V)
by Lemma 2.6. In order that this last statement be true we must verify
that D (FA) is dense in D (A) in the graph norm. This is indeed so. For

if x E D (A), x = x", where E N (A) C D (EA) and x’E D (A) fl .X’. Since
Y’ C D (E), we see that is dense in .R (A). In particular for

s &#x3E; 0 we can find an x E D (EA) fl ~’ such that 11 Ax - Ax 11  E. Thus

II’; - 0153’ II  const, t showing that x is close to x’ in the graph norm. Thus
we may conclude that .EAA’ E ~ ( ~’, ~ ) (Theorem 2.5) and hence it is in

~ (D (.E), W) (Lemma 2.6). From the compactness of EF2 on D (E) we see
by (3.7) that E E 4$ (D (E), (Theorem 2.8) and hence it is 

(Lemma 2.7).
When the roles of A and E are interchanged~ all that can be said is

the following.

11. Annali della Scuola Noi-m. Sup.. Pisa.
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THEORE:B1 3.5. I f E E 4$ ( Y, W), A is closed and densely defined front X
to Y EA E ø (X, W), then the 1’estt’iction of A to D (EA) is in ø (X, D(E)).
Thus if in addition E is bounded front Y to W, rzoe have A E ø (X, Y).

Proof. By Lemma 2.3 there is a bounded operator .E’ from W to Y

such that

on .

where F3 is - I on N (E) and vanishes on a closed complement of N (E)
in Y. Thus

on

The operator Fa A is compact from D (A) to D (E) while the operator E’EA
with domain D (EA) is (Theorem 2.5). Thus A restricted
to D (EA) is in 0 (D (A), D (E)) and hence D (.E)) (Lemma 2.7).

To illustrate that we cannot expect to do better, let CO denote the

space of continuous functions x (t) in the interval 0 C t  1 with norm

Let Co denote the set of functions y (t) on the some interval which vanish

at t = 0 and have continuous first derivatives in the interval. The norm

t

The operator is clearly seen to be in 0 (CO , CI). Let B be

0

differentiation with respect to t of functions in Co . Considered as an ope-

rator in 00 jE7 is easily seen to be in 0 (00 , CO) . Moreover, EA is the

identity operator in 0° and hence is in 0 (CO, 00). However, one cannot

conclude that A E ø (0°, 00).
In connection with the above, one does have the following.

LEMMA 3.6. Let Banach space continuously IT. As-

that A E 0 (X, Y) be the restriction of A to those 
such that A x E ifl Then ~6 0 (X, Y).

Proof. Let P be the operator from Y to ? with D (P) == Y and defined
by Py = ~ , ~ 6 D (P) It is easily checked that P E ~ (Y , Y). Thus

P.A. E 0 (X, Y) But A PA.
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THEOREM 3.7. Let A be a densely defined, closed linear operator from
X to Y. Suppose that is a bounded linear operator .E from Y to W

with a (.E)  oo and suelz that EA E ~ (X, W). Then A E ø (X, Y).

Proof. We have R (E) :D R (EA), which is closed and of finite codimen-

sion (cf. Lemn1a 4.4). Thus E E ø (Y, IV). We now apply Theorem 3.5 making
use of the fact that E is bounded.

COROLLARy 3.8. Let A be a bounded linear operator from X to Y. Sup-
pose there is a bounded operator E front Y to X 1.vith Lx (E)  00 and a 

pact operator K orz X such that

A E ø (X, 1") and i (A) &#x3E; -- a (E).

4. Sone applications.

In this section we illustrate some of the theorems of preceding sections,
We consider the case X = Y and set 4% (X) = fl (X, X). Let A be a closed,
densely defined linear operator on X. A point o (A) is called isolated if

there is an e ~&#x3E; 0 such that ), E C) (A) for all I satisfying 0  12 - Â.o  E.

The set of all complex A for E 4% (X) is denoted by 4SA and
called the ø - set of A. Set

1 f’ l’ (A - ~0)  oo, the point Ao is said to be of finite multiplicity.
We shall first prove the following.

THEOREM 4.1. A point ÀQ is in ø A 2oith I}’ (A - and r* (A - both

finite if arzd only ij’one cccn find an integer m &#x3E;. 1, it bounded operator .E on
X and compact operator K on X such that

on .

It -can be shown easily (cf. [9,11 ]) that any isolated point À.o E a (A) with
finite multiplicity is in 4SA with both r (A - AO) and ric (A - AO) finite. Below

we shall prove the converse. Hence Theorem 4.1 can be reformulated to

read as follows :
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THEOREM 4.1’. A necessa,ry and s’ll:fficient condition tlicct a point E 6 (A)
be isolated and of finite multiplicity is that for some integer m &#x3E; 1 there

exist operators .E and ]í. satisfying the conditions of 4.1.

In proving Theorem 4.1 we shall make use of the following simple lemmas.

LEMMA 4.2. If r (A)  oo, then there is an integer n such that N (Ak) =
N (An) for all k ~:&#x3E; n.

Proof. a (Ak) is a non-decreasing sequence of integers bounded from above.

LEMMA 4.3 If A E ø and r* (A)  oo, then there is an integer 1n such
that all 

(Ak) is also such a sequence.

LEMMA 4.4. Suppose X = M, where X, is a closed subspace of X
and M is finite dimensional. If X2 is a linear manifold in X containing X, ,
then X2 is closed.

Proof. Clearly X2 = 1V1 n X2 .

LEMMA 4.5. If A = Al A2 ... Ak is in 0 (X) and the Aj commute on

D (A), then each Aj is in 0 (X).

Proof. Clearly D (Aj) ;2 D (A), N N (A), R (Aj) ~ R (A) for each j.
Apply Lemma 4.4.

COROLLARY 4.6. Am E ø (X) if and only if A E ø (X).

LEMMA 4.8. If A E ø (X) and both r (A) and i-* (A) are , finite, then i (A) = o.
Hence any n satisfying .Lemma 4.2 also satisfies Lemma 4.3.

Proof. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 there is an integer n such that a (Ak) =
= (J(An) for all Thus for any k &#x3E; n i (Ak) = a (Ak) -

= i (An). But i (Ak) = lei (A) (Theorem 2.5). Let k --&#x3E; oo .

LEMMA 4.8. If A E ø (X) and both r (A) and r~ (A) are finite, then for
ccny integer n satisf ying Lemma 4.2 we have X = N (An) EB R (An).

Proof. We shall show that N (An) n R (All) consists only of the element 0.
Since .R (All) in closed (Theorem 2.5) and i (All) = 0 (Lemma 4.7) it follows

that fl (An) = a (An). If N (An) E9 R did not contain the whole of X, the
codimension of R (All) would be greater than a (A’2). It thus remains to show
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that JO). If xo is an element of this set we have on one

hand that All xo = 0 and on the other xo for some xi E D (An). Thus
- 0 showing that x1 E N (A2n) = N (All). But then xo = All xi = 0 as

was to be proved.

LEMMA 4.9. Ilnder the same hypotheses, there is an 8 &#x3E; 0 s2cclz that

for 0~~~~.

Proof. By Theorem 2.9 ø A contains a neighborhood of the origin and
since i (A) = 0 (Lemma 4.7), we have i (A - ~,) = 0 in this neighborhood.
The result will follow if we can show that N (A - l) = 0 for I + 0 in some
neighborhood of the origin. By Lemmas 4.2, 4.3 and 4.8 there is an integer
n such for

all k ~--, n. Thus N (All) and are invariant subspaces for A. Thus it

suffices to show that (A - l) u = 0 implies it = 0 for u E N (An) and

(A-~)v=0 implies v=0 and 

then All-’ u = 2-1 A’z u = 0, A’z-2 u = I-I An-l u = 0, ... , u = Au = 0.

We now show that A is continuously invertible on R (A~). It thus follows
that the same is true of A - À for A is a neighborhood of the origin. This
will complete the proof. If tv E R (An) and Aw = 0, then ic = An g and

An+’ g = 0. Since = N (An) w = A’2 g = 0. Moreover, if f E R (All),
for some h E D f An). By Lemma 4.8 we may take h E R (An).

Hence h = An v and f = A2n v. Set x = A.2r2-1 v. Then Ax = f and x E R (An).
Thus we see that A is a closed linear operator which is one-to-one and onto

on R Hence A is continuously invertible on R (An), and the proof is

complete.
We can now give the.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Without loss of generality, we may take A = 0.
Assume that A E 0 (X ) and that both r (A) and ~~(~1) are finite. ,.. , 

be a basis for where n satisfies Lemma 4.2. By Lemma 4.8 we can
choose bounded linear functionals XI,..., y~ on X which vanish on R (An)
and such that xJ’ = the Kronecker delta. Set

Since V is of finite rank and hence compact, we see that An + V E ø (X)
and i (All + V) = 0 (Theorem 2.8). If (An + V ) x = 0, then Vx E .R (An) (All)
and hence Yx must vanish (Lemma 4.8). This gives An x = 0 showing that
x E N (~1’t). But Yx = 0 implies x~ (x) = 0 for each}, and hence x must vanish.
This means that N(An+ V ) _ ~ jo) showing that All + V must have a bounded
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inverse E. Now A" V = = 0 since R (V) (All) and
Hence

showing that

or

whence

on D (All). Since .E is bounded, E V is a compact operator on X. Thus (4.1)
holds with ’In --- n. Conversely, assume that (4.1) holds for some bounded .~
and compact K. Set fV = l~~n. I3y Remark 3.1, 17 E 0 (X), B (E) C D ( lV ) and

on

By the Riesz theory, there is an integer 1 such that

for all j Thus for such j we have

since jE7 and commute on Hence is bounded from above

showing that r (A)  oo. Similarly, R [(I + = R [(I + = jR [ IY-E) j] =
showing is bounded from above. Hence

r* (A)  oo, and the proof is complete.
Next we give an application of Theorem 3.3. We define the essential

spectrum oe (A) of A as the set of those 2 E 6 (A) such that I E 6 (A -~- K) for
every compact operator K. An easy application of Theorem 2.8 shows that
a point A is not in Qe (A) if and only if A E 4SA and i (A - 1) _-_ 0 (cf. [13]).

In the remaining theorems we assume that A and B are linear operators
on X such that there is a A E With i ( a - A) = i (B - A). By A¡ we
shall denote any particular operator given by Lemma 2.2 corresponding to
A - A. Of course if A E ~o (A), then A~ _ (A -- A)-’. We define B’;. similarly.

THEOREM 4.10. If there is a linear 1nanifold S dense in X such that

implies that I(A;’L - B1) has a subsequence, then
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that Â = 0 and write
A’ and B’ in place of A’ and B~ respectively. By Lemma 2.3 we have

where

on

Now suppose It E Since B’ E 4Y (X, D (B)) we see that T = (B - It) B ’E 4$ (X ).
Moreover, since A’ is bounded and A is closed, the operator D~ _ (A - It) A’
is closed. We now apply Theorem 3.3 to (4.4) to conclude that U E ø (X).
But A’ E ø (X, D (A)). Hence A - p E ~ ( D (A), X) (Theorem 3.4) and conse-
quently in 0 (X) (Lemma 2.7). Moreover, by (4.4)

Since we have

This shows that g, (A) ;; oe (B). Conversely, if fl E ø A we apply Theorem 3.3
in the opposite direction to show that flE Thus (4.6) holds and 
This completes the proof

UOROLLARY 4.11. I f there is a linear 1nanifold S a D (AB’) dense in X
such that (4.2) implies that (A - B) Bi has a convergent subsequence,
then (4.3) holds. The same is true if, instead, ~S’ C D (BA1) and (4.2) iinplies
that (B~ (A - B) AÂ has a convergent subsequence.

Proof. On such sets ~S~ the identities

hold. now a~pply Theorem 4.] O.

COHOLLÂRY 4.12. A8su1ne tha,t there is a linear manifold S C D (A) n D (B)
is dense in D (B) with respect to the graph of D (B) such that

iinp 1 ies that (A - B) has ac convergent subsequence. Then (4.3) holds.
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Proof. Write where is finite dimensional. Set 8’=

BS E9 ~2. Then S’ is dense in X. In fact if x E R (B), there is, by hypothesis a se-
quence such that But Now suppose

 C. Write Xn = x?L + x,z’, where xn, E R (B) and z£’ E M.
Then there is a such that Since const., we can
choose the Zn to be uniformly bounded. Thus by hypothesis j~(~L2013B)~)
has a convergent subsequence. But B’ BZn = B’ or Zn = + F3 
Since ~3 has finite rank, we see that ~A’ (A - B) B’ has a convergent

subsequence. We now apply Corollary 4.11.
In the next two theorems we assume that I) (A) C D (B).

THEOREM 4.13. If there is a linear dense in D (B) in the

graph norm such that (4.7) i1nplies that ((A2013~)~i~) has a convergent sub-
sequence, then

Proof. We first note that we may assume that N (~1’) = B (F2) is con-

tained in D (B). For a slight adjustment of basis vectors of this set will

get them into the dense set D (B) while such an adjustment is tantamount

to adding to A’ an operator of finite rank. Now on D (B) we have

Because of the assumption D (A) C D (B), the domains of all of the opera-
tors in (4.9) are the same, namely D (B). If p E then T=B (X ),
and since B is closed, we may apply Theorem 3.3 to conclude that 4SB.
Note that we cannot go in the opposite direction, since knowledge that

T E ~ (~) does not do us any good concerning A - It (Theorem 3.5).

THEOREM 4.14. Assume that there is a linear 1nanifold S dense in 1) (BA)
with respect to the graph such that

i’1nplies that [(A - B) has a convergent subsequence. Then (4.8) holds.

Proof. can reduce this theorem to the preceding one, but it is

even easier to deduce it directly from the identity

holding on D (BA), and to follow the same reasoning.
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5. Remarks.

5.1. In the Russian literature operators satisfying properties 1, 3-5 are

called 0-operators, with the 0 standing for Fredholm. The term Fredholm
operator is reserved for 0-operators having index 0. VTe have added pro-

perty 2 (density of the domain) for convenience and do not find it practical
to differentiate on the basis of index.

5.2. For bounded operators, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 are due to Atkinson

[1], Yood [5] and Mikhlin (cf. [20]). Mikhlin calls A1 (or A’) a 
of A.

5.3. Theorem 2.5 is due to Atkinson [1] for bounded operators and to
Gohberg [8] for unbounded operators (cf. also the A. M. S. Translation of

[9]). Our proof that AB is closed was taken from Kato [10], while our proof
of (2.10) is taken from [9]. Our proof that R (AB) is closed seems new.

5.4. The idea for Lemma 2.7 and its proof came from Kato [10].
5.5. For the histories of Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 cf. [9]. Our proof of

(2.21) appears to be new and much simpler than any found in the literature.

5.6. Theorems 2.10 and 2.11 as well as the device employed in obtai-

ning them from Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 are due to Nagy [7].
5.7. To the best of our knowledge, all of the results of Section 3 are new.

5.8. Theorem 4.1 seems to be new. A similar result for bounded ope-
rators is given by Yood [5], from which some of the ideas of proof were
borrowed.

5.9. The term essential spectrum originated in [12] where it was applied
to selfadjoint problems for ordinary differential equations on a half-line.
In that paper the term was applied to that part of the spectrum which
remains invariant under changes in the boundary conditions. Several defi-

nitions are found in the literature. The one employed here was introduced
in [13]. Other definitions are due to Wolf [14] and Browder [15]. They all
coincide for the case of a self-adjoint operator in Hilbert space.

5.10. Theorem 4.10 generalizes a device employed by Birman [16], Wolf
[17] and Rejto [18]. It has the advantage of not requiring a priori know-
ledge of the spectra of A and B. Theorems 4.13 and 4.14 generalize results
of [13].

5.11. Corollary 3.8 Was suggested by a result due to Mikhlin (cf. [20]).
It was proved by him for the case a (~ ) = 0.
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